The document contains a detailed weather and avalanche report for Turnagain Pass and Center Ridge Sunburst for April 2020. The report includes daily weather conditions, snowfall amounts, and avalanche notes. Key highlights include:

- Third large avalanche on Raggedtop in two weeks.
- Natural and Human-triggered wind slabs.
- 2.5" snow at upper elevations.
- Widespread natural wet avalanches.

The report also features graphs showing new snow and water equivalent, wind speed, temperature, and avalanche frequency, with notes on specific events such as human and natural triggers, storm totals, and special avalanche bulletins.

The monthly and seasonal snowfall amounts are also provided:

- Monthly Snow: 17.0 in.
- Monthly H2O: 2.5 in.
- Seasonal Snow: 383.5 in.
- Seasonal H2O: 41.5 in.

A key for the precipitation graph is included, noting light blue bars for height of new snow and dark blue bars for height of new water X 10.